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SCHOENSTATT WESTERN AUSTR ALIA
FORUM GUIDELINES FOR PARTICIPATING
IN THE SCHOENSTATT WA FAMILY WEBSITE

Rather than aiming to limit discussion these aim to create a family friendly
environment for positive discussion free of unnecessary junk, spam and
aggravations.
Consider before posting - is your post suitable for General Audiences (that is
children and youth) - if in doubt, you can check with a moderator. In the case of a
dispute or if you notice inappropriate content please report the post.
Schoenstatt WA welcomes on topic discussions that generate interest, belonging,
development and apostolic growth of the Schoenstatt Movement.
FORUM GUIDELINES
1.

Bad language, inappropriate content or discrimination is not permitted. This is a
family orientated forum and includes no foiling the word censor to include bad
language. A word censor is in place to mask certain words; infringements will
however still be penalised. Quoted swearing whether masked or word censored
is considered the same as if you had typed it yourself and the same penalties
can apply. To avoid this simply delete words or content from quotes that are
inappropriate or not permitted.

2.

No commercial posts. In any uncertainties please seek moderator advice in
advance.

3.

Sneaky and cloaked commercial spamming is easily detected and also incurs
an immediate ban.

4.

Disagreements are allowed, though without personal attacks and flaming.
Argue the idea not the person.
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5.

Participate only if you agree to the Terms and Conditions.

6.

Use the ‘Report this Post’ button (top right of post) to alert moderators to
inappropriate content. Moderators choose the action they feel appropriate and
action taken is not announced.

7.

Defamation is not permitted.

8.

Each user accepts legal responsibility for their own content and Schoenstatt
WA reserves all rights to modify or remove any content in breach of the forum
guidelines.

9.

Illegal activity and content (under Australian Law) is not permitted.

10. Complaints can only be raised and discussed directly with the Administrator.
11. For survey or research posts, permission is required before posting (unless you
are a long term member and posting a non-commercial survey)
Schoenstatt WA and forum moderators reserve the right to close member
accounts without notification and prevent access to the forum by individuals
who breach forum guidelines or who are deemed unsuitable or disruptive.

THE FOLLOWING TOPICS AND CONTENT DOES NOT BELONG IN THIS
FORUM:
1.

Sexuality; sex; politics; race and ethnicity.

2.

Sexual connotations or references have no place in this family forum. The only
exception is health and medical related topics. This is not an expression of
conservative views rather sexually suggestive content is simply not appropriate
when we welcome a broad audience including children.

3.

Messages and links; external content containing sexually oriented violent,
illegal dialogue, images, content will automatically be removed.
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